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If you choose a bag of organic tortilla chips over a conventional one as a vote for saner farming, you are unwittingly taking a position in a centuries-old, three-way debate about the earth's future. The deeper accounts of the modernist obsession with algae as a potential food source and of ebullient, cornucopian 1930's World's Fairs redeem the exercise, and true relief comes midway, in the section that looks at the futurism advanced by popular culture, from Mary Shelley's "Frankenstein" (1818) to Ridley Scott's "Blade Runner" (1982). Larger Farms and the Move to Towns. There was a considerable change in the demography of Ireland after the famine, with a new class of larger farmer emerging. The development of processed food industries, the expansion of retail outlets into even smaller towns and villages and more efficient methods of distribution via railway and later road, brought a significant shift in the late 1800s and early 1900s to "shop bought" food, with even rural dwellers now making regular trips to local towns to buy biscuits, bread, sugar, tea and.